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The Odyssey
From the bestselling author of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The BFG!
After James Henry Trotter's parents are tragically eaten by a rhinoceros, he goes to
live with his two horrible aunts, Spiker and Sponge. Life there is no fun, until James
accidentally drops some magic crystals by the old peach tree and strange things
start to happen. The peach at the top of the tree begins to grow, and before long
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it's as big as a house. Inside, James meets a bunch of oversized
friends—Grasshopper, Centipede, Ladybug, and more. With a snip of the stem, the
peach starts rolling away, and the great adventure begins! From the Trade
Paperback edition.

The Lost Books of the Odyssey
Retells, in graphic novel format, Homer's epic tale of Odysseus, the ancient Greek
hero who encounters witches and other obstacles on his journey home after
fighting in the Trojan War.

Secondary School Art
'You must be Odysseus, man of twists and turns' The tales of Odysseus's struggle
with a man-eating Cyclops and Circe, the beautiful enchantress who turns men into
swine. Introducing Little Black Classics: 80 books for Penguin's 80th birthday. Little
Black Classics celebrate the huge range and diversity of Penguin Classics, with
books from around the world and across many centuries. They take us from a
balloon ride over Victorian London to a garden of blossom in Japan, from Tierra del
Fuego to 16th-century California and the Russian steppe. Here are stories lyrical
and savage; poems epic and intimate; essays satirical and inspirational; and ideas
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that have shaped the lives of millions. Next to nothing is known about Homer's life.
His works available in Penguin Classics are The Homeric Hymns, The Iliad and The
Odyssey.

The Odyssey
Linked by the events of Bernard Knox's remarkable life, the twenty-five chapters of
"Essays Ancient and Modern" cover subjects ranging from Hesiod, Homer, and
Thucydides to Auden, Forster, and the Spanish Civil War. With a masterful eye for
the telling detail, Knox continually reminds us that we share the present with
antiquity's living past. A soldier in Italy finds a battered book in the rubble of a
bombed-out firehouse-- and opens it to read Virgil's denunciation of war. An
illiterate Greek bard composes a garbled Homeric song to celebrate the recent
heroism of local partisans. A traveler heading north from modern Athens must
choose between the Sacred Way-- or the NATO Road.

The Iliad
The ultimate adventure retold for children! Odysseus must battle his way home
from war with the Greek Gods pitted against him. But what will he find when he
gets there? From the gory tale of the Cyclops to the trickery of the Trojan Horse,
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Homer's classic, The Odyssey, is filled with stories of bravery, cleverness and
heroism. This picture-book retelling of Odysseus's epic journey is the perfect
introduction to this essential story. "Pienkowski is a genius" Independent

The Iliad
Examines the origins of "The Iliad" and "The Odyssey," the colorful characters and
events chronicling the Trojan War and its aftermath, and the legacy of the works
for Western culture.

The Odyssey
The Discourses/Fragments/Enchiridion 'I must die. But must I die bawling?'
Epictetus, a Greek Stoic and freed slave, ran a thriving philosophy school in
Nicopolis in the early second century AD. His animated discussions were
celebrated for their rhetorical wizardry and were written down by Arrian, his most
famous pupil. The Discourses argue that happiness lies in learning to perceive
exactly what is in our power to change and what is not, and in embracing our fate
to live in harmony with god and nature. In this personal, practical guide to the
ethics of Stoicism and moral self-improvement, Epictetus tackles questions of
freedom and imprisonment, illness and fear, family, friendship and love. Translated
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and Edited with an Introduction by Robert Dobbin

The Odyssey
The epic journey of Odysseus, the hero of Ancient Greece After ten years of war,
Odysseus turns his back on Troy and sets sail for home. But his voyage takes
another ten years and he must face many dangers - Polyphemus the greedy oneeyed giant, Scylla the six-headed sea monster and even the wrath of the gods
themselves - before he is reunited with his wife and son. Brilliantly retold by awardwinning author, Geraldine McCaughrean.

OCR Classical Civilisation AS and A Level Component 11
The hidden tale of the Trojan War: a novel full of passion and revenge, bravery and
sacrifice, now is the time for the women of Troy to tell their story. Three thousand
years ago a war took place where legends were born: Achilles, the greatest of the
Greeks, and Hector, prince of Troy. Both men were made and destroyed by the war
that shook the foundations of the ancient world. But what if there was more to the
tale of these heroes than we know? How would the Trojan War have looked as seen
through the eyes of its women? Krisayis, the ambitious, determined daughter of
the High Priest of Troy, and Briseis, loyal and passionate princess of Pedasus,
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interweave their tales alongside Homer’s classic story of the rage of Achilles and
the gods of Olympus. What follows is a breathtaking tale of love and revenge,
destiny and the determination, as these two brave women, the heroes of the
Trojan War, and the gods themselves come face to face in an epic battle that will
decide the fate of Troy. A glorious debut full of passion and revenge, loyalty and
betrayal, Emily Hauser breathes exhilarating new life into one of history's greatest
legends.

Ulysses
The first two chapters of this book isolate and describe the literary phenomenon of
the Sophoclean tragic hero. In all but one of the extant Sophoclean dramas, a
heroic figure who is compounded of the same literary elements faced a situation
which is essentially the same. The demonstration of this recurrent pattern is made
not through character-analysis, but through a close examination of the language
employed by both the hero and those with whom he contends. The two chapters
attempt to present what might, with a slight exaggeration, be called the "formula"
of Sophoclean tragedy. A great artist may repeat a structural pattern but he never
really repeats himself. In the remaining four chapters, a close analysis of three
plays, the Antigone, Philoctetes, and Oedipus at Colonus, emphasizes the
individuality and variety of the living figures Sophocles created on the same basic
armature. This approach to Sophoclean drama is (as in the author's previous work
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on the subject) both historical and critical; the universal and therefore
contemporary appeal of the plays is to be found not by slighting or dismissing their
historical context, but by an attempt to understand it all in its complexity. "The
play needs to be seen as what it was, to be understood as what it is."

The Iliad
William Gaddis published four novels during his lifetime, immense and complex
books that helped inaugurate a new movement in American letters. Now comes his
final work of fiction, a subtle, concentrated culmination of his art and ideas. For
more than fifty years Gaddis collected notes for a book about the mechanization of
the arts, told by way of a social history of the player piano in America. In the years
before his death in 1998, he distilled the whole mass into a fiction, a dramatic
monologue by an elderly man with a terminal illness. Continuing Gaddis's careerlong reflection on those aspects of corporate technological culture that are
uniquely destructive of the arts, Agape Agape is a stunning achievement from one
of the indisputable masters of postwar American fiction.

Homer in English
'The Odyssey is a poem of extraordinary pleasures: it is a salt-caked, storm-tossed,
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wine-dark treasury of tales, of many twists and turns, like life itself' Guardian The
epic tale of Odysseus and his ten-year journey home after the Trojan War forms
one of the earliest and greatest works of Western literature. Confronted by natural
and supernatural threats - ship-wrecks, battles, monsters and the implacable
enmity of the sea-god Poseidon - Odysseus must use his bravery and cunning to
reach his homeland and overcome the obstacles that, even there, await him. E. V.
Rieu's translation of The Odyssey was the very first Penguin Classic to be
published, and has itself achieved classic status. Translated by E. V. RIEU Revised
translation by D. C. H. RIEU With an Introduction by PETER JONES

The Mahabharata
A definitive compilation of the author's seven great novels offers a vivid portrait of
English middle-class life, its mores, institutions, and society around the turn of the
nineteenth century.

For the Most Beautiful: A Novel of the Women of Troy
Translated with an Introduction by Andrew George.

Stickman Odyssey
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A Masterpiece of Social and Political Commentary “However stupid a fools words
may be, they are sometimes enough to confound an intelligent man.” ― Nikolai
Gogol, Dead Souls In Nikolai Gogo's Dead Souls, a middle class man seeks to use a
loophole in the Russian feudal system to create a fortune. This Xist Classics edition
has been professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked table of contents.
This eBook also contains a bonus book club leadership guide and discussion
questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and
colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you have to say about it.

Sammlung
"I hold this book to be the most important expression which the present age has
found; it is a book to which we are all indebted, and from which none of us can
escape." T.S. Eliot Ulysses depicts a day in Leopold Bloom’s life, broken into
episodes analogous to Homer’s Odyssey and related in rich, varied styles. Joyce’s
novel is celebrated for its depth of learning, earthy humor, literary allusions and
piercing insight into the human heart. First published in Paris in 1922 Ulysses was
not published in the United States until 1934. Immediately recognized as an
extraordinary work that both echoed the history of English literature and took it in
new, unheralded directions, Joyce’s book was controversial. Its widespread release
was initially slowed by censors nitpicking a few passages. The novel is challenging,
in that it is an uncommon reader who will perceive all that Joyce has put into his
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pages upon first reading, but it is uniquely rewarding for anyone willing to follow
where the author leads. Far more than a learned exercise in literary skill, Ulysses
displays a sense of humor that ranges from delicate to roguish as well as
sequences of striking beauty and emotion. Chief among the latter must be the
novel’s climactic stream of consciousness step into the mind of the protagonist’s
wife, Molly Bloom, whose open-hearted acceptance of life and love is among the
most memorable and moving passages in English literature. With an eye-catching
new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Ulysses is both
modern and readable.

The Odyssey
A new translation of the epic poem retells the story of Odysseus's ten-year voyage
home to Ithaca after the Trojan War

The Odyssey of Homer
With her virtuoso translation, classicist and bestselling author Caroline Alexander
brings to life Homer’s timeless epic of the Trojan War Composed around 730 B.C.,
Homer’s Iliad recounts the events of a few momentous weeks in the protracted tenyear war between the invading Achaeans, or Greeks, and the Trojans in their
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besieged city of Ilion. From the explosive confrontation between Achilles, the
greatest warrior at Troy, and Agamemnon, the inept leader of the Greeks, through
to its tragic conclusion, The Iliad explores the abiding, blighting facts of war.
Soldier and civilian, victor and vanquished, hero and coward, men, women, young,
old—The Iliad evokes in poignant, searing detail the fate of every life ravaged by
the Trojan War. And, as told by Homer, this ancient tale of a particular Bronze Age
conflict becomes a sublime and sweeping evocation of the destruction of war
throughout the ages. Carved close to the original Greek, acclaimed classicist
Caroline Alexander’s new translation is swift and lean, with the driving cadence of
its source—a translation epic in scale and yet devastating in its precision and
power.

Rashomon and Seventeen Other Stories
Robert Fagles's stunning modern-verse translation-available at last in our blackspine classics line The Odyssey is literature's grandest evocation of everyman's
journey through life. In the myths and legends that are retold here, renowned
translator Robert Fagles has captured the energy and poetry of Homer's original in
a bold, contemporary idiom and given us an "Odyssey" to read aloud, to savor, and
to treasure for its sheer lyrical mastery. This is an "Odyssey" to delight both the
classicist and the general reader, and to captivate a new generation of Homer's
students. For more than sixty-five years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
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classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,500 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars
and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning
translators.

Breathless
"This is a new edition of The Odyssey translated by Emily Wilson, the first edition of
which was published by Norton in 2017. It is part of a series of affordable
paperback classics called The Norton Library, which is intended for use in college
courses"--

The Odyssey
A new publication of the definitive translation of Homer's epic brings the ancient
poem to life, chronicling the Greek siege of the Trojan city state and the war that
ensued.

Dead Souls
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This textbook is endorsed by OCR and supports the specifications for AS and ALevel Classical Civilisation (first teaching September 2017). It covers all three
options for Component 11: World of the Hero (Homer's Iliad, Homer's Odyssey and
Virgil's Aeneid). Why does the Trojan War continue to fascinate us? What makes
Odysseus a hero? What links can be drawn between the Aeneid and today's global
politics? This book guides AS and A-Level students to a greater understanding of
the epics of Homer and Virgil, setting the poems in their cultural context and
drawing on the scholarship of leading academics to explore the poetry, characters
and underlying philosophies. The colour illustrations, from the Cyclops on a Greek
pot to a photograph of protesting Yadizi women, reflect the universal impact and
continuing relevance of these classical epics. The ideal preparation for the final
examinations, all content is presented by an expert and experienced teacher in a
clear and accessible narrative. Ancient literary sources are described and
analysed. Helpful student features include study questions, quotations from
contemporary scholars, further reading, and boxes focusing in on key people,
events and terms. Practice questions and exam guidance prepare students for
assessment. A Companion Website is available at www.bloomsbury.com/class-civas-a-level.

Circe and the Cyclops
Selections from both Iliad and Odyssey, made with an eye for those episodes that
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figure most prominently in the study of mythology.

The Heroic Temper
The only trilogy of tragedy plays to survive from Ancient Greece features the
ageless themes of the nature of fate and the relationship between justice, revenge,
and religion.

The Complete Novels
The Essential Homer : Selections from the Iliad and the
Odyssey
The Odyssey
Penguin Classics is the largest and best-known classics imprint in the world. From
The Epic of Gilgamesh to the poetry of the First World War, and covering all the
greatest works of fiction, poetry, drama, history and philosophy in between, this
reader's companion encompasses 500 authors, 1,200 books and 4,000 years of
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world literature. Stuffed full of stories, author biographies, book summaries and
recommendations, and illustrated with thousands of historic Penguin Classic
covers, this is an exhilarating and comprehensive guide for anyone who wants to
explore and discover the best books ever written.

James and the Giant Peach
Continues the misadventures of ancient-world stickman Zozimos, who after
surviving numerous catastrophes returns to his family but then embarks on a
perilous sea voyage, where mercenary centaurs and giant boar gods keep Zozimos
questing.

The Odyssey
This major new complete edition of Shakespeare's works combines accessibility
with the latest scholarship. Each play and collection of poems is preceded by a
substantial introduction that looks at textual and literary-historical issues. The
texts themselves have been scrupulously edited and are accompanied by samepage notes and glossaries. Particular attention has been paid to the design of the
book to ensure that this first new edition of the twenty-first century is both
attractive and approachable.
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Discourses and Selected Writings
Poems
Ryünosuke Akutagawa (1892-1927) is one of Japan’s foremost stylists - a
modernist master whose short stories are marked by highly original imagery,
cynicism, beauty and wild humour. ‘Rashömon’ and ‘In a Bamboo Grove’ inspired
Kurosawa’s magnificent film and depict a past in which morality is turned upside
down, while tales such as ‘The Nose’, ‘O-Gin’ and ‘Loyalty’ paint a rich and
imaginative picture of a medieval Japan peopled by Shoguns and priests, vagrants
and peasants. And in later works such as ‘Death Register’, ‘The Life of a Stupid
Man’ and ‘Spinning Gears’, Akutagawa drew from his own life to devastating effect,
revealing his intense melancholy and terror of madness in exquisitely moving
impressionistic stories.

Agape Agape
This new, modern translation of The Iliad is fast-moving, action-oriented
presentation which will be especially helpful to those first encountering this classic
work. Very close to the original, without the padding that so often gets in the
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way.--Harry Levin, Harvard University.

The Penguin Classics Book
Summary: Describes briefly life in twelfth century England and the rule of Richard,
relates the events leading to Magna charta, and traces milestones in the history of
constitutional law since 1215.

Homer's the Iliad and the Odyssey
Essays Ancient and Modern
This text is one of the volumes in the New Poets in Translation series. It focuses on
the epic poems of Homer, one of the most translated authors in literature.

The Epic of Gilgamesh
From Jennifer Niven, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of All the Bright
Places, comes an unforgettable new novel about a sensitive girl ready to live her
bravest life--sex, heartbreak, family dramas, and all. Before: With graduation on
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the horizon, budding writer Claudine Henry is focused on three things: college in
the fall, become a famous author, and the ever-elusive possibility of sex. She
doesn't even need to be in love--sex is all she's looking for. Then her dad drops a
bombshell: he and Claude's mom are splitting up. Suddenly, Claude's entire world
feels like a lie, and the ground under her feet anything but stable. After: Claude's
mom whisks them both away to a remote, mosquito-infested island off the coast of
Georgia, a place where the two of them can start the painful process of mending
their broken hearts. It's the last place Claude can imagine finding her footing, but
then Jeremiah Crew happens. Miah is a local trail guide with a passion for
photography, and a past he doesn't like to talk about. He's brash, enigmatic, and
even more infuriatingly, he's the only one who seems to see Claude for who she
wants to be. So when Claude decides to sleep with Miah, she tells herself it's just
sex--exactly what she has planned. There isn't enough time to fall in love,
especially if it means putting her already broken heart at risk. Compulsively
readable and impossible to forget, Jennifer Niven's luminous new novel is an
insightful portrait of a young woman determined to write her own next
chapter--sex, resilience, mosquito bites, and all.

The Odyssey
The Mahabharata is one of the two major Sanskrit epics of ancient India. It is of
immense importance to the culture of the Indian subcontinent, and is a major text
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of Hinduism. Its discussion of human goals (artha or 'purpose', kama or 'pleasure',
dharma or 'duty', and moksha or 'liberation') takes place in a long-standing
tradition, attempting to explain the relationship of the individual to society and the
world (the nature of the 'Self') and the workings of karma.

The Odyssey
Homer is known to have authored the first known literature of Europe. Homer's
epic chronicle of the Greek hero Odysseus’ journey home from the Trojan War has
inspired writers from Virgil to James Joyce. Odysseus survives storm and shipwreck,
the cave of the Cyclops and the isle of Circe, the lure of the Sirens’ song and a trip
to the Underworld, only to find his most difficult challenge at home, where
treacherous suitors seek to steal his kingdom and his loyal wife. With real poetic
power… his book is one no lover of living poetry should miss. —The New York
Times

Oresteia
A BRILLIANT AND BEGUILING REIMAGINING OF ONE OF OUR GREATEST MYTHS BY A
GIFTED YOUNG WRITER Zachary Mason's brilliant and beguiling debut novel, The
Lost Books of the Odyssey, reimagines Homer's classic story of the hero Odysseus
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and his long journey home after the fall of Troy. With brilliant prose, terrific
imagination, and dazzling literary skill, Mason creates alternative episodes,
fragments, and revisions of Homer's original that taken together open up this
classic Greek myth to endless reverberating interpretations. The Lost Books of the
Odyssey is punctuated with great wit, beauty, and playfulness; it is a daring
literary page-turner that marks the emergence of an extraordinary new talent.

The Magna Charta
'Tell me, Muse, of the man of many turns, who was driven far and wide after he
had sacked the sacred city of Troy' Twenty years after setting out to fight in the
Trojan War, Odysseus is yet to return home to Ithaca. His household is in disarray:
a horde of over 100 disorderly and arrogant suitors are vying to claim Odysseus'
wife Penelope, and his young son Telemachus is powerless to stop them.
Meanwhile, Odysseus is driven beyond the limits of the known world, encountering
countless divine and earthly challenges. But Odysseus is 'of many wiles' and his
cunning and bravery eventually lead him home, to reclaim both his family and his
kingdom. The Odyssey rivals the Iliad as the greatest poem of Western culture and
is perhaps the most influential text of classical literature. This elegant and
compelling new translation is accompanied by a full introduction and notes that
guide the reader in understanding the poem and the many different contexts in
which it was performed and read.
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